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Abstract
High fuel saving potentials, increased load carrying capacities and therefore
competitive advantages force the heavy goods vehicle industry to enhance the efforts
towards comprehensive lightweight designs. Facing this challenge, the material
evaluation in terms of simulations and physical testing of composite materials is
required for the design against fatigue failure due to road introduced vibrations.
Eliminating fatigue testing issues in order to gain acceptable and reproducible results,
a future-oriented systematic approach on conducting constant amplitude tensiontension fatigue testing on a unidirectional composite material is presented.
Following the material characterisation of the carbon/epoxy material in terms of tensile
and shear properties as well as fibre volume fraction, several combinations of tab
configurations and specimen geometries have been tested with regard to their
suitability for fatigue testing.
Finally, the unidirectional material was successfully tested under tension-tension
fatigue and first elaborated test data were assessed. In conclusion, the usage of
straight aluminium tabs completely clamped inside the grips and bonded to the
straight-sided specimen with 3M DP420 adhesive, using ventilation during the test is
the recommended test procedure.
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Abstrakt
Lastbilsindustrin tvingas öka ansträngningarna för omfattande viktbesparingar med
lättviktskonstruktioner då dessa har konkurrenskraftiga fördelar med potential att
minska bränsleförbrukningen samt öka den lastbärande kapaciteten. Genom att ta sig
an denna utmaning kommer materialkarakterisering, provning och simulering av
kompositmaterial vara av stor betydelse för att kunna konstruera produkter utsatta för
cykliska laster från väginducerade vibrationer. Vid utmattningsprovning är det viktigt
att kunna generera acceptabla och reproducerbara resultat. I denna rapport
presenteras hur man kan undvika och eliminera problem vid utmattningsprovning,
samt ett systematiskt tillvägagångsätt vid genomförande av utmattningsprovning med
konstant amplitud för belastningen drag-drag på ett kompositmaterial med enkelriktad
fiberorientering. Ett kolfiber/epoximaterial är karakteriserat och flertal kombinationer
av tab-konfiguration och provstavsgeometri har testats, med avseende på lämplighet
för utmattningsprovning.
Slutligen har kolfiber/epoximaterialet provats med framgång under cyklisk drag-drag
belastning i fiberriktningen. Slutsatsen för utmattningsprovning är att använda sig av
raka aluminium tabbar helt fastklämda inuti greppen. Tabbarna limmas fast på
provstaven med 3M DP420 lim. Ventilation är också rekommenderat under provning
för att undvika en ökning av temperatur i provstaven.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Purpose of Research

Lightweight design is a central issue in industry. Especially, vehicle engineering companies
pursue the target to design weight optimized products to gain competitive advantages.
Heavy goods vehicle (HGV) operators demand increasing fuel efficiency which results in
reduced CO2-emissions, and higher load carrying capacities. Furthermore, lighter and
more efficiently designed vehicle components have a positive effect on the overall
lightweight spiral [1]. Weight optimised body components reduce the load introduction into
structural components, subsequently enabling further lighter designs, a reduced tank
volume and fuel savings. The combination of light components, material as well as fuel
savings potentially have a positive effect on cost reduction. Consequently, the design of
weight optimised components is important for Scania CV AB to reduce the total weight of
the vehicles.
Facing this challenge, Scania increases the use of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) for
structural components due to the high strength-to-weight ratio. To ensure the reliability of
FRP in structural applications the material is evaluated in both simulations and physical
testing. HGV have a wide variety of service loads and the cyclic loading and road induced
vibrations often set the design and dimensioning criteria for components. In contrast to the
mature technology in fatigue assessment of metallic crystalline materials, the fatigue
behaviour of continuous fibre reinforced polymers is of rather diverse nature and by far less
intensively studied. However, the awareness on the effect of cyclic loading on components
and materials is of indispensable importance for the manufacturer in order to guarantee
safety by the component`s durability for the intended service life and highlights the
importance for the development of fatigue test programs [2].
The fatigue testing of unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) is still facing
major challenges due to the high strength of the material in fibre direction. Hence, the
development of a fatigue testing method for unidirectional composite materials is of major
interest for Scania to be able to evaluate different materials with regards to their fatigue
properties. In order to reach Scania’s future goal of a simulation driven design phase and
to avoid high component testing cost, a singular determination of reliable material
properties is also required as a design data input for the usage of commercial simulation
software.
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1.2

Description of the Research Task

The subject of this master thesis is the development of a systematic approach to conduct
fatigue testing on unidirectional continuous fibre reinforced plastic material. The testing is
conducted at the lightweight structures laboratory at KTH. The research results are
expected to be similarly applicable at testing facilities at SCANIA CV AB. Focus, is on the
fatigue testing on a lightweight carbon fibre reinforced epoxy material, recently used by
Audi AG [3]. Hence, this material is already evaluated and tested for static and crash
applications. For SCANIA it is of great interest to characterise the material also with regard
to the fatigue properties in order to use this material system in structural components of
HGV.
The thesis is based on a literature and state-of-the art review on fatigue for composites
focusing on the different methods of life time assessment through physical testing. Possible
test variables are identified and chosen for the scope of this thesis project. Similar relevant
studies and available standards are evaluated with regards to their importance for fatigue
testing of continuous CFRP. As a starting point to set up the testing method the material is
characterised in terms of static tensile and shear testing as well as the fibre volume fraction.
The ultimate tensile strengths (UTS) of the materials are determined in order to define the
load levels for fatigue testing. Also the fibre volume fraction and the shear testing properties
are relevant material information to analyse the conducted future fatigue testing results.
The fatigue testing of unidirectional CFRP is still facing major challenges due to the high
strength of the material in fibre direction and the prematurely occurring tab failure. In
correspondence to the available standards on fatigue testing of composites the tests were
conducted and improved during the time of this project to find the real material properties.

Data generation
Testing different specimen materials
Method to
conduct fatigue

Specimen geometries
Tab materials and configurations

testing on
composite

Material thicknesses
Adhesives
Development of a future test plan
Figure 1: Methodology
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The work required the conduction of several pre-studies on different materials focusing
primarily on the specimen design, the tab configuration and adhesives, as presented in
Figure 1. This systematic approach requires many times “trial and error” to achieve
satisfying, reliable experimental results with adequate failure modes and locations. Hence,
the thesis also includes the manufacturing of specimens. The final tests for the material
characterisation were started according to the results from the pre-studies and will be
continued outside the scope of this master thesis.
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2.1

Literature Review / State-of-the-Art
Fatigue of Materials

Since scientific and operational experience shows that fracture of structures during regular
operating conditions are in the majority of cases due to fatigue, this explains the demand
of high precision fatigue life prognoses and also the technical and scientific importance to
understand fatigue damage [4]. Fatigue or fatigue damage is a phenomenon that refers to
the weakening of material properties due to the application of repetitive load which is well
below the static design load but will still progress to final structural fracture at the end of
the fatigue life [4]. The fatigue life, 𝑁 is defined as the number of stress cycles a specimen
or component sustains before failure occurs. Hereby, failure can be defined as the final
fracture or a specific percentage loss of stiffness of the specimen or component [2].
Commonly, the fatigue life and material performance is assessed using a S-N curve, also
known as a Wöhler curve, as seen in Figure 2 [5].

Figure 2: S-N curve (reproduced [6])

In the S-N diagram the logarithmic magnitude of the cyclic stress (S) is plotted against the
logarithmic scale of cycles prior to failure (N). Usually, fatigue studies are performed under
constant amplitude and constant frequency, during which the specimen is subjected to
cyclic loading between a maximum and minimum load or stress.
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The load or stress ratio 𝑅 is defined as [2]:
(1)

𝑅=

The load ratio also gives information on the load direction. Hereby, a load ratio of 𝑅 > 1
corresponds to compression/compression testing, 0 < 𝑅 < 1 represents tension/tension
testing and 𝑅 < 0 corresponds to tension/compression testing.
The load ratio can also be retrieved as a linear function in a Haigh diagram showing the
interaction of mean and alternating stresses on the fatigue life. As shown in Figure 3 the
alternating component 𝜎 is defined as the amplitude of the cyclic loading whereas the
mean stress is the arithmetic mean of the maximum and minimum stress.
𝜎 =

and 𝜎 =

(2)

Figure 3: Alternating stress and mean stress [4]

If a sufficient number of tests are conducted for different load ratios a Goodman-Haigh
diagram, as shown in Figure 4 can be constructed. The Goodman line is hereby connecting
the fatigue limit 𝜎

on the ordinate and the ultimate tensile strength on the abscissa. The

area below the curve marked in red indicates the area where the material should not fail
and has an infinite life.

Infinite Life

Figure 4: Goodman-Haigh diagram (reproduced [4])
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According to Figure 2 the S-N diagram is usually divided into three regimes which are the
low cycle fatigue, the high cycle fatigue and the endurance limit. Hereby, the low cycle
fatigue describes the fatigue behaviour at very high stress levels close to the UTS, whereas
the high cycle fatigue regime considers fatigue failure up to 106 to 107 cycles. This regime
is within the elastic regime of the material and is indicated by the straight rise of the
logarithmic fatigue life with the logarithmic decrease of the stress level [7]. Below a specific
threshold of applied stress the material will not show any crack initiation and is expected to
have an infinite fatigue life, which is called the endurance limit, fatigue limit or fatigue
strength. However, it is under debate whether an endurance limit exists for all materials [7].
If the very high cycle fatigue and the fatigue limit is not explicitly studied, tests are most
commonly interrupted at about one or two million cycles and indicated by an arrow as runout tests.

2.2

Fatigue Damage Mechanisms in Composites

In contrast to metallic fatigue, which has been intensively studied for more than a century,
the fatigue of composite materials is difficult to predict [8]. This is primarily due to the many
failure modes and failure mechanisms of composite material, but also the strong anisotropy
of the material complicates the prediction of failure due to different fatigue behaviour in
different loading directions [7]. Hence, the fatigue damage mechanisms of unidirectional
composites are differing with the load levels, load directions and the material stiffness [9].
Dependency on the Load Level
The repetitive cyclic loading of a composite material causes degradation due to the
accumulation of discrete micro-damage or macro-crack propagation [2]. As shown in Figure
5 tensile fatigue is divided in primarily three damage mechanisms which may occur
simultaneously. Those are fibre breakage (a), matrix cracking (b) and interfacial shear
failure (c) [9].

Figure 5: Failure mechanisms [9]

However, the dominating fatigue failure mechanisms are depending on the load level
[10,11].
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Considering high loads were the maximum stress is close to the UTS the fatigue life is
governed by random fibre fracture. This is due to the reason that the fibres within one
specimen are not identical so that some fibres will fail earlier than others. In the areas of
accumulating fibre fractures the stress concentrations will lead to a fast growing of the
cracks until final failure [7].
For intermediate loads the failure mechanism is slowly progressing until final failure. The
fracture may start with some matrix cracks if the matrix strain is exceeded which will grow
through the material. The stress concentrations at the crack tip might exceed the fracture
stress of the fibre and might result in fibre breakage [12]. Consequently, a macro crack is
formed and will progress to the next fibre/matrix interface. Either another fibre will break or
the crack propagates along the interface and leads to debonding due to high shear
stresses.
With further decreasing loads the magnitude of the load may become too low to initiate a
fibre or matrix breakage. Even for the case that the matrix cracks, this crack will stop at the
fibre/matrix interface due to the low loads. This means that there is no active failure
mechanism available and the composite material will not suffer from fatigue and the fatigue
limit is reached [12].
The fatigue behaviour for different load levels is visualised in Figure 6 in a fatigue life
diagram showing bands of fibre breakage, matrix cracking and interfacial shear failure as
the dominate failure modes.

Figure 6: Fatigue life diagram [9]

Dependency on Material Stiffness
The fatigue life diagram shown in Figure 6Figure 6, however, might change when
considering fibre materials of different stiffness [9]. The figure above corresponds to fibre
materials with a high strain to failure corresponding to a low stiffness of the fibre material.
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Using high stiffness fibres, the strain to failure of the composite material is reducing towards
or even lower than the strain to failure of the matrix material. Consequently, the range for
progressive fatigue failure due to matrix cracking or interfacial shear failure is reducing
significantly as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, meaning that the dominant failure
mechanism throughout the fatigue life diagram is fibre breakage [9].

Figure 8: Fatigue life of high modulus fibres [13]

Figure 7: Fatigue life of intermediate modulus fibres [14]

Dependency on Loading Direction
Despite the fibre stiffness influence on the fatigue life diagram, the loading direction is of
great importance for the appearance of different failure modes. The strength of the
unidirectional composite is greatly reduced in off-axis loading. The dominant failure mode
is matrix shear and debonding in the fibre/matrix interface [7].

Figure 9: Failure modes off-axis [9]

While a mixed mode failure might be determined for the off-axis angle of between 0° and
90° the failure of the composite in 90° off-axis loading is purely due to transverse fibre
debonding [7]. Summarising, the fatigue limit as a function of the off-axis angle is
significantly reduced from the strain to failure of the matrix material at 0° to the fatigue limit
for transverse fibre debonding at 90° [7].
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Figure 10: Fatigue life diagram off-axis [9]

In contrast to the on-axis loading of the unidirectional composite laminate the matrix cracks
will continuously grow for off-axis loading since there are no discontinuities that will stop
the crack from growing [7]. Therefore, also the fatigue strength of the material is
significantly lower in off-axis loading.

2.3

Fatigue Testing of Composites

Fatigue performance can be evaluated with regards to many different testing parameters
[15]. A summary of the most common testing parameters is available in Appendix A: Test
variable matrix [15,16]. However, it should be mentioned here that this matrix overview is
not completed and may be extended if needed.
Depending on the future application of the material, the most significant testing parameters
to choose from for the test plan are [15]:


the loading direction (uniaxial or multiaxial loading),



the amplitude control (stress or strain),



the load ratio,



the testing frequency,



eventually environmental conditioning

The standardisation of fatigue testing is limited to tension-tension fatigue [15,16]. The two
standards ASTM D3479/D3479M and ISO 13002 are available for the determination of
fatigue properties of fibre reinforced composites. The test method and recommended
specimen design are stated in the standard. Nevertheless, fatigue testing of composite
materials is afflicted with major challenges. The testing of high loads is difficult whereas the
testing at low loads is a time-consuming procedure [2]. Moreover, fatigue data is
accompanied with a wide scatter in testing results, primarily due to the random failure
mechanisms, which requires the statistical evaluation of fatigue data [17].
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2.4

Related Studies

Literature shows that several comprehensive studies have been conducted on the fatigue
testing of unidirectional CFRP. These include research on the material characterisation
process by improving the test procedure, specimen design and tab configuration. However,
these studies focus on the test results but lack detailed information on how testing was
performed and how fatigue testing challenges were solved. This motivates the aim of the
thesis to provide detailed documentation and analysis of fatigue testing methods of
unidirectional CFRP.
Many studies pursue the target of material characterisation for unidirectional carbon epoxy
material systems and are based on the recommended test procedure and specimen design
stated in the standard ASTM D3039/D3039M [29]. However, it was shown that
standardised tension-tension fatigue test specimens of unidirectional composite material
tend to fail at the end tabs which leads to the underestimation of the true fatigue life. Hence,
focus is on an optimized specimen design and tab configuration for unidirectional tensiontension fatigue specimens.
De Baere et. al. show the limitations of the ASTM D3039/D3479 standard [18] and suggest
an alternative end tab design [19]. End tabs introduce stress concentrations and favour
premature failure in the tab area or at the end of the tabs. Simulations show reduced stress
concentrations for tapered tabs but stand in contrast to the experience from experimental
tests recommending straight end tabs. Bailey et. al. present the effects of the end tabs
design and the gripping force on the specimen [20]. Similarly, Pagano et. al. conducted
dialogue studies on numerical simulations and experimental test in order to avoid
premature failure in the tab area and present their recommendation to use squared
aluminium tabs completely clamped within the grips [21].
An alternative specimen design to parallel-side-coupon specimens is extensively studied
by De Baere et. al. [22] and Korkiakoski et. al. [23] showing the influence of the specimen
shape on the fatigue life. They pursue the objective of forcing the failure in the gauge length
of the specimen resulting in dog-boned shaped specimens.
Most studies are conducted on specimens with a thickness of 1 mm as recommended in
ASTM D3479/D3479M. It is clear, that testing of thicker specimens increases the
probability of premature tab failure due to higher loads, higher shear stress in the adhesive
layer and higher required clamping forces. Kawai [24] conducted studies on specimens
with 2 mm thickness, as it is done for this project. He reports a comprehensive fatigue
testing program of CFRP composites with detailed descriptions of specimen geometry and
configuration while avoiding end tab failure and reporting acceptable failure modes for
fatigue testing in the fibre direction.
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3

Material Characterisation

3.1

Introduction

The material characterization is performed as a basis for the development of a fatigue
testing method. This includes the determination of the ultimate tensile strength in 0° and
90° fibre direction and static shear testing as well as the determination of the fibre volume
fraction. The test results give relevant material information for the creation of a fatigue test
plan and the analysis of the fatigue testing results. The differences in the material behaviour
during the static tests regarding strength, stiffness and failure modes might also provide
insight in the fatigue behaviour of different material systems. Hence, the gained knowledge
from the material characterisation tests is of importance for the evaluation of the fatigue
data.

3.2

Material Information

During this thesis project two different materials are analysed. The focus is on the material
characterisation of a carbon/epoxy material shown in Figure 11, hereafter called Audi
material. The composite plates consist of a unidirectional, stitch-bonded fabric from
ZOLTEK and a fast-curing epoxy resin optimised for resin transfer moulding manufacturing
from DOW [3].

Figure 11: Audi material provided by DOW Chemical

Due to early recognized testing issues and limited material availability pre-studies were
conducted on a dummy material made of carbon fibre UD material and an epoxy based
vinyl ester resin DION 9102, from now on called lab material. The material plates of 2.4 mm
(5 layers), 2 mm (4 layers) and 1 mm (2 layers) thickness were manufactured in the KTH
lightweight structures laboratory by vacuum infusion and were post-cured for 4 hours at
80 °C [25]. Pictures of the manufacturing process can be found in Appendix B: Lab Material
Manufacturing. The material properties for both fibre and matrix materials are listed in Table
1.
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Table 1: Raw material properties

Audi material

Lab material

Property

Zoltek UD-fibres
[26]

Dow Epoxy
Resin
[27]

Toray T700S
[28]

Reichhold Dion
9102
[25]

Tensile Strength

4137 MPa

68 MPa

4900 MPa

80 MPa

Young’s modulus

242 GPa

2.8 GPa

230 GPa

3.2 GPa

Elongation at
break

1.7 %

7%

2.1 %

5.2 %

Density

1810 kg/m³

1160 kg/m³

1800 kg/m³

1040 kg/m³

High strength
fibre
Standard elastic
modulus fibre

High strength,
high strain fibre
Standard elastic
modulus fibre

Different preliminary experiments have been conducted in order to characterise the
materials with regards to the properties relevant for future fatigue testing:

3.3



burn-out test to identify the fibre volume fraction



static tension test to identify the ultimate tensile strength



static shear test to identify the shear properties

Specimen Manufacturing and Original Design

For the static tension testing and the fatigue testing similar specimens in a straight-sided
rectangular shape have been manufactured. The specimen manufacturing process is
primarily depending on the choice of the tab material. For the case that glass-fibre
reinforced plastic (GFRP) tab are used, the material plate and the tabs have been cut into
the required dimensions to manufacture several specimens at once. Depending on the tab
configuration a chamfer has been ground on the belt grinder. The specimen and tab
material was ground in several steps with sandpapers of grit sizes 400, 800 and 1200 to
achieve a slightly roughed gluing surface. It turned out to be convenient to use a small wire
or pin to fix the position of the tabs on the material plate during the gluing process.
Afterwards, both the tabs and the specimen plate where thoroughly washed with dish
washing detergent to remove fat, grease and dust from the gluing surface. Acetone might
dissolve plastic materials and is therefore only used for additional cleaning of aluminium
tabs. Finally, the chosen adhesive is mixed, spread out on the gluing surfaces and the
assembly clamped between straight and heavy bars achieving a distributed clamping force
for a good gluing interface between tab and specimen. Otherwise, the adhesive layer might
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boast voids which result in reduced adhesion as shown in Figure 12. However, the
clamping force cannot be controlled by the strong hand-clamping method, which might lead
to different clamping forces for each specimen batch.

Figure 12: Adhesive layer

After post-curing in the oven, the specimens are cut into the required dimensions on a
diamond bladed band saw. As recommended in ASTM D3039/D3039M the following
specimen geometries with tapered and straight GFRP tabs were cut for static testing in 0°
fibre direction [29]. The tab material and dimensions were changed for the different fatigue
testing studies.

Figure 13: Specimen geometry according to ASTM D3039 (reproduced [29])

For the reason that the diamond bladed bandsaw is not supposed to be used for metal
materials the sequence for specimen manufacturing with aluminium tabs mainly used for
fatigue testing is changed. Hereby, the tabs and the specimens are cut separately on an
ordinary band saw and the diamond bladed band saw before the surface treatment and the
gluing is conducted. It turned out to be convenient to cut the tabs 5 mm wider than the
specimens to compensate for the inaccuracies in positioning the tabs during the gluing
process. The burr of the aluminium tabs is ground away. The specimen edges are
recommended to be sanded as well to avoid edge effects in the testing program.
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Pictures of the manufacturing process of the specimens can be seen exemplarily in
Appendix C: Specimen Manufacturing Example.
Finally, the specimens are marked with a unique number indicating the batch, the material
plate, the fibre orientation and the identifier number.

Figure 14: Specimen numbering for Audi (left) and Lab material (right)

3.4

Statistics

For the statistical analysis of the test data, for each series of tests the average value and
the standard deviation is calculated for each determined property. The following equations
are used independent of the corresponding test method [29,30,31]:
Sample mean (average):

𝑥̅ =

Sample standard deviation :

𝑠

=

∑

∑

(3)
²

̅²

(4)

where 𝑥 is the measured property and 𝑛 is the number of specimens.

3.5

Determination of Fibre Volume Fraction

Experimental Set-up
In order to determine the approximate fibre volume fraction of the materials of interest a
modified burn-out test was conducted based on ASTM D3171-15 procedure G [32].
Therefore, 15 mm x 15 mm specimens were cut from different areas of available material
plates and each test was repeated six times. The specimens and the empty and clean
washed crucibles were weighted and inserted in the high temperature oven. The oven
temperature of 450 °C is an in-house practice and leads to the decomposition of the resin
material. Studies show, that with an oven temperature of 565°C as stated in the standard,
it is likely to also burn-off some of the carbon material which motivates the choice of the
reduced temperature [33].
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Figure 15: Decomposition of fibre and resin during burn-out test at 500°C (reproduced [33])

Consequently, after the heating process of approximately 3 hours only the fabric material
is supposed to be left. Finally, by measuring the weight of the fibres, the fibre volume
fraction of the composite material can be determined according to [7]:
(5)

𝜐 =

where 𝑤 is the weight of the fibres after the burn-out test, 𝜌 is the density of the fibre
material, 𝑤 is the weight of the matrix and 𝜌 the density of the matrix.
Results
The burn-out test results in fibre volume fraction are shown in Table 2 .
Table 2: Fibre volume fractions

Specimen

Audi material
[%]

Lab Material
2.4 mm thickness
[%]

Lab Material
2.0 mm thickness
[%]

Lab Material
1.0 mm thickness
[%]

1

48.54

50.69

49.38

(34.12)

2

46.96

47.65

46.55

45.62

3

46.09

49.59

49.13

47.27

4

54.52

50.82

51.34

51.46

5

45.09

48.01

50.10

46.87

6

50.15

49.83

51.95

47.34

Average

48.56

49.43

49.74

47.71

Standard
deviation

3.43

1.34

1.91

2.20
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Analysis of Results
The above results give an idea of the fibre volume fraction in the different material plates.
The burn-out test method is prone to some potential errors in the determination of the fibre
volume fraction. Depending on the specific fibre material there is a probability that the high
temperature also burns some part of the fabric material which would result in an
underestimation of the fibre volume fraction. In contrast, there is a probability that not all
matrix material trapped in between the fibres is burned out, leading to an overestimated
fibre volume fraction. Both effects can be seen in Figure 15 but are not measured and are
assumed to be neglectable for the purpose of this project. Moreover, the densities of both
the fibre and matrix material need to be accurate to calculate the fibre volume fraction of
the material. This cannot be guaranteed since the true densities might vary from the stated
densities in Table 1. It was tried to distribute the location of the specimens over the whole
material plate to receive a fibre volume fraction representing the average over the plate,
however there is the tendency that specimens were taken closer from the corners of the
plates to decrease the material waste.
The result shows that the standard deviation of the fibre volume fraction is higher for the
1 mm Lab material plate compared to the 2.4 mm and 2 mm plate. This is primarily due to
the fact that the fibres are poorly distributed over the plate since the lay-up is built up from
only two material layers. Already the visible inspection showed areas with only matrix
material. However, the measurement in parenthesis was excluded from the determination
of the mean fibre volume fraction and the standard deviation since the value is greatly
differing from the other measurements of the same test series. Hence, a testing error
cannot be ruled out. The increased standard deviation for the Audi material might appear
since two non-identical material plates were used.

3.6

Static Tension Testing

Experimental Set-up
The series of experiments was initiated by static tension experiments on five specimens to
determine the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the material of interest. Before the test the
width and the thickness was measured with a calliper at three locations in order to
determine the average cross-sectional area. The tests were conducted according to ASTM
D3039/D3039M under displacement control on the static testing machine Instron 4505 with
a calibrated 100 kN load cell. The displacement rate was set to 2 mm/min as stated in the
standard [29]. The tensile strain was measured using the extensometer Instron 2620-601
with a 50 mm gauge length for three of the specimens. The extensometer was fixed with
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rubber bands as seen in Figure 17 and correction fluid was used on the specimen surface
to prevent slippage of the extensometer during the tests.

Figure 16: DIC speckle pattern

Figure 17: Strain measurement with Extensometer

Additionally, digital image correlation (DIC) was used for another two specimens not only
to gain knowledge on the average tensile strain but also on the local and averaged
transverse strain and the damage process. DIC is an optical method to analyse changes
in images based on grey value digital images and is therefore often used for full-field
displacement and strain measurements [34]. The specimen is sprayed with white spray
paint as background colour followed by a random speckle pattern added with black spray
paint as shown in Figure 16.
The DIC parameters are reported in Table 3.
Table 3: DIC settings for strain measurements

Lens

50 mm Aramis 5M LT

Measuring volume

65 mm x 55 mm

Measuring distance

485 mm

Slider distance

176 mm

Camera angle

25 °

Facets size

25 pixel

Facets distance

9 pixel

Calibration object

CQ/KP20 55 x 44
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The specimens for the static tensile testing were manufactured according to the
recommendations in ASTM D3039 which correspond to 250 mm x 15 mm for 0°-specimens
and 175 mm x 25 mm for 90°-specimens [29]. Tapered GFRP end-tabs are used and glued
to the specimens with Araldite 420 A+B epoxy adhesive as seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Dimensions static tension test for 0° and 90° (reproduced [29])

Data analysis
Tensile testing in fibre direction has been performed on all materials. The focus of the study
is the static analysis of the Audi and the 2.4 mm Lab material. Therefore, only those
materials have been intensively studied by DIC measurements and tests transverse to the
fibre direction.
Relevant data that can be extracted from the test measurements are primarily the stress
and the ultimate tensile strength, the tensile strain as well as the tensile chord modulus of
elasticity and the Poisson ratio.
Therefore, the tensile stress 𝜎 and the ultimate tensile strength 𝜎

of the material is

calculated as follows:
𝜎 =
where 𝑃

;𝜎

=

[𝑀𝑃𝑎]

(6)

is the maximum force before failure [N], 𝑃 is the force at 𝑖th data point [N] and

𝐴 is the average cross-sectional area defined as thickness times width of the specimen
[mm²] [29].
The tensile strain is given as:
𝜀 =

[−]

where 𝛿 is the extensometer displacement at 𝑖th data point [mm] and 𝐿

(7)
is the

extensometer gauge length [mm] [29].
The Young’s modulus 𝐸 is defined as the slope of the stress-strain curve in a strain range
of 0.1 % to 0.3 % [29].
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(8)

𝐸 = ∆𝜎/∆𝜀

where ∆𝜎 is the difference in applied tensile stress between two strain points [MPa] and ∆𝜀
is the difference between two strain points [-] [29].
The Poisson ratio is defined as:
𝜐

(9)

=−

where Δ𝜀 is difference in lateral strain between two longitudinal strain points [-] and Δ𝜀
is the difference between two longitudinal strain points [-] [7].
Results
The testing results from the static tension testing of the Audi and the 2.4 mm Lab material
are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 in terms of maximum tensile strength 𝜎
𝜀

, max. strain

, Young’s Modulus 𝐸 and failure code. The failure code is analysed according to ASTM

3039/D3039M in Appendix D. Moreover, they contain the stress-strain curves. It is to be
mentioned that the extensometer was removed before the ultimate load was reached in
order to avoid damaging the extensometer. The ultimate tensile strength in therefore
marked with horizontally dotted lines in Table 4 and Table 5. The original test diagrams
indicated extensometer slippage during the running test by strain jumps. These jumps as
well as the data obtained while the extensometer has been removed has been modified in
order to show the real stress-strain curve of the material as seen in Figure 20

.

Figure 19 shows the stress-displacement curve indicating fibre breakage for visible stress
drops.

Figure 19: Stress-Displacements curve

Figure 20: Modification of stress-strain curve

Figures of the failed specimens can be found in Appendix E. Below the static test results
in 0° for all material plates are listed.
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Table 4: Static tension testing results Audi 0°

Audi material
No.

𝜎
[MPa]

𝜀
[%]

𝐸
[MPa]

F.C.

10B-0-01

1232

-

109923

SGM

B-0-02

1337

-

124433

LIV

B-0-03

1185

-

114085

SWB

A-0-03

1427

1.08

123739

LGM

A-0-04

(1190)

(1.14)

(99362)

LAT

Avg.

1295

-

118045

-

S.D.

108

-

7185

-

Table 5: Static tension testing results Lab 2.4 mm 0°

Lab 2.4 mm
No.
01-

𝜎
[MPa]

𝜀
[%]

𝐸
[MPa]

F.C.

X-0-01

1427

-

107141

LAB

X-0-02

1806

-

108778

SWT

X-0-03

1811

-

105888

LGM

X-0-04

1983

-

108717

XGB

X-0-05

1852

1.40

100134

XGM

Avg.

1776

-

106131

-

S.D.

208

-

3561

-

Table 6: Static testing results Lab 2 mm and 1 mm 0°

2 mm Lab

1 mm Lab

No.

𝜎
[MPa]

𝐸
[MPa]

03-Z-0-01

1733

99475

03-Z-0-02

1742

97082

03-Z-0-03

1852

98680

03-Z-0-04

1914

101720

-

-

-

Avg.

1810

S.d.

88.0

Failure
Code

No.

𝜎
[MPa]

𝐸
[MPa]

02-Y-0-01

1669

100138

02-Y-0-02

1638

88289

02-Y-0-03

1503

89820

02-Y-0-04

1561

92323

-

02-Y-0-05

1654

93028

99239

-

Avg.

1605

92720

-

1930

-

S.d.

70.7

4564

-

XGM
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Failure
Code

XGM

Table 7 shows the static tension testing results in transverse fibre direction:
Table 7: Static tension testing results 90°

Audi material

2.4 mm Lab

No.

𝜎
[MPa]

𝐸
[MPa]

Failure
Code
[29]

No.

𝜎
[MPa]

𝐸
[MPa]

Failure
Code

10-B-90-01

50.4

7554

LAT

01-X-90-01

27.9

7386

LGM

10-B-90-02

46.1

7426

LWT

01-X-90-02

28.7

7671

LAB

10-B-90-03

50.2

7497

LGM

01-X-90-03

29.5

7925

LAB

Avg.

48.9

7492

-

Avg.

28.7

7661

-

S.D.

2.45

64.3

-

S.D.

0.76

269.3

-

The results for the poisson ration are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Poisson ratio

Lab 2.4 mm
No.

𝜐

Audi
[−]

No.

𝜐

[−]

01-X-0-04

0.394

10-A-0-03

0.344

01-X-0-05

0.370

10-A-0-04

0.346

Avg.

0.382

Avg.

0.345

S.D.

0.017

S.D.

0.001

Analysis of Results for Audi and Lab 2.4 mm material 0°
The analysis of the failure modes of the Audi material 0° tensile testing shows that three of
the five specimens failed in the gauge length and delivered reasonable test data. One
specimen failed rather close to the tabs and one specimen failed straight at the tab, leading
to the assumption that the latter shows an underestimation of the real material properties.
Hence, specimen 10-A-04 was excluded from the average and standard deviation of the
test series, due to the failure because of increased stress concentrations at the end of the
tabs.
Also, for the tensile testing of the Lab material one statistical outliner is present. Specimen
01-X-0-01 is showing significantly lower tensile strength than the other specimens of this
test series. However, the failure mode close to the tab is still considered as an acceptable
failure mode. Consequently, this specimen was not excluded from the statistical analysis.
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that for the first three tests with extensometer
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measurements the tabs slipped. For that reason, the tab gluing was post-cured for the two
DIC specimens leading to no tab slippage and changing failure modes. Hence, it is
recommended to repeat the first three tests to avoid tab slippage in order to be able to rely
on the obtained test data.
Comparing the failure modes of the reliable test specimens of both material tests it is
noticeable that the Audi material has a tendency in failing in a lateral pattern whereas the
Lab material shows explosive failure as seen Figure 21.

Figure 21: Failure of Audi material (left) and Lab material (right)

This accounts for a strong fibre-matrix bonding and brittle material properties for the Audi
material. The latter, is justified by the low elongation to break of Zoltek’s fibre material.
Comparing the results of the 90° static tension testing, a much lower tensile strength for
the Lab material than the Audi material is shown even though the tensile strength of the
Dion matrix is higher. Since the testing in 90° direction is dominated by the fibre matrix
interface this shows the weak fibre matrix interface for the Lab material. If the interfacial
strength is low, the composite fails because of progressive debonding and will show the
explosive failure mode shown in Figure 21 for the Lab material [35].
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Figure 22: Fibre-matrix interface [35]

Using DIC, the increase of strain on the specimen surface throughout the test can be
captured. Therefore, more information can be gained compared to the usage of an uniaxial
extensometer which is only measuring the average strain in longitudinal direction.
The results of the DIC measurements for the Audi and Lab material are shown in Table 9
and Table 10.
Table 9: DIC analysis Audi material

Reference before test

Surface component 𝜀
ExtensometerX: +0.001 %
ExtensometerY: +0.000 %
Voltage:
-0.001 V

Straight before failure

Surface component 𝜀
ExtensometerX: -0.373 %
ExtensometerY: +1.081 %
Voltage:
+3.097 V
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After failure

The figures in Table 9 show a homogenous stress-strain field even straight before the
failure of the specimen, which also explains the sudden failure occurring. Moreover, the
zigzag stitching pattern appears in the full-field strain measurements showing the expected
lower stiffness of the stitching material compared to the carbon fibre material. Beyond, that
higher strains on the right specimen side indicate a misalignment of the specimen in the
test machine.
Table 10: DIC analysis Lab material

Reference before test

Straight before failure

Surface component 𝜀
ExtensometerX: -0.000 %
ExtensometerY: +0.001 %
Voltage:
+0.003 V

Surface component 𝜀
ExtensometerX: -0.562 %
ExtensometerY: Voltage:
+5.419 V

After failure

In contrast the full-field strain measurements of the Lab material indicate a rather
progressive failure. In the upper half of the specimen surface, an area of increased strain
is ascertainable which might be the location of the beginning fracture.
Analysis of Results for Lab 1 mm and 2 mm material 0°
The 1 mm and 2 mm specimens of the Lab material show very similar failure modes and
have a low standard deviation which accounts for reliable and reasonable testing results.
The specimens are characterised by explosive failure within the gauge length.
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Analysis of Results for Audi and Lab 2.4 mm material 90°
The tensile testing transverse to the fibre direction leads to the expected lateral failure in
the fibre matrix interface. The test data reveal a low standard deviation promising reliable
results. The 90° static test data are not relevant for the conducted fatigue tests in fibre
direction but can be used for future analysis in off-axis fatigue tests.

3.7

Static Shear Testing

Experimental Set-up
In order to find the shear properties of the composite materials, static shear tests were
conducted according to the standard ASTM D5379/D5379M-12 on the static test machine
Instron 5567 with a calibrated 30 kN load cell. The V-notched beam method was
implemented by using a modified Iosipescu test rig by Melin & Neumeister which avoids
undesired deformations [36]. As stated in the standard the specimens have overall
dimensions of 19 mm x 76 mm [30], but the V-notch was modified in accordance to Melin &
Neumeister [36], where variable notch opening angles were studied depending on the
material anisotropy and orientation. Consequently, the notch angle was determined using
the following equation [36]:
tan(𝜃) =

(
√

)

with 𝜆 =

and 𝜃

= 55°

(10)

From the static tension tests the Young’s modulus of the Audi and Lab material in fibre
direction and in transverse direction are known and shown in Table 4 and
Table 5. The V-notch angle is similar for both materials which is why an angle of 140° was
chosen for both materials [36]. The specimen was waterjet cut as given in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Dimensions shear testing specimen (reproduced [36,30])

The width and the thickness of the specimen was measured with a calliper in order to
determine the average cross-sectional area at the notch.
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DIC was used to measure the shear strain in the material with the following settings.
Table 11: DIC setting for shear testing

Lens

50 mm Aramis 5M LT

Measuring volume

25 mm x 21 mm

Measuring distance

250 mm

Slider distance

74 mm

Camera angle

23 °

Facets size

30 pixel

Facets distance

15 pixel

Calibration object

CQ/CP20 30x24

Data analysis
Relevant data that can be extracted from the test measurements are primarily the shear
stress and the ultimate shear strength, the shear strain and the ultimate shear strain as
well as the shear chord modulus of elasticity.
The (ultimate) shear stress 𝜏

is obtained by dividing the (ultimate) load 𝑃

by the

specimen’s cross-sectional area 𝐴 [30].
𝜏 =

;𝜏

(11)

=

To construct the shear stress–strain curves, the tensor shear strain 𝜀

was determined by

averaging the DIC shear strain measurements over a 2 mm x 9 mm band spanning the
specimen gauge section [43] as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Averaging area for shear strain

Finally, the engineering shear strain 𝛾

is obtained from the tensor strain 𝜀
𝛾

= 2𝜀

by [7]:
(12)

Here, the strain at the ultimate load is defined as the ultimate shear strain. This is in contrast
to the calculation based on ASTM D5379, where the ultimate shear strain is defined to be
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the minimum of either the strain at the ultimate load or at 5 %. For most of the specimens
the first shear crack occurs beyond the 5 % threshold.
The shear modulus 𝐺 is defined as the slope of the stress-strain curve in a strain range of
0.25 % to 0.65 % [30].
∆

𝐺=∆
Results

Table 12: Shear test results Audi

Audi material
No.

𝜏
[MPa]

𝛾
[%]

G
[MPa]

11-A-45-01

76.11

8.90

3331

11-A-45-02

(68.67)

(15.41)

(2820)

11-A-45-03

76.02

6.55

3985

11-B-45-01

76.76

8.23

3447

11-B-45-02

77.63

9.11

3585

11-B-45-03

76.19

10.17

3163

11-B-45-05

74.93

7.43

3574

Avg.

76.27

8.40

3514

S.d.

0.89

1.29

280.1

Table 13: Shear test results Lab material

2.4 mm Lab material
No.

𝜏
[MPa]

𝛾
[%]

G
[MPa]

01-X-45-01

66.46

5.49

3767

01-X-45-02

69.31

6.68

3573

01-X-45-03

67.84

7.21

3558

01-X-45-04

67.47

6.51

3485

01-X-45-05

69.45

6.44

3860

01-X-45-06

63.36

5.29

3431

01-X-45-07

68.91

7.03

3729

01-X-45-08

65.28

4.85

3616

01-X-45-09

69.60

7.19

3456

Avg.

67.52

6.30

3608

S.D.

2.14

0.87

148.6
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(13)

Analysis of Results
The most striking difference between the two tested materials is again the failure mode
which can be obtained from the DIC measurements shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Shear failure Audi (left) and Lab material (right)

The Audi material fails by horizontal splitting. In contrast, the Lab material fails between the
two notches by several smaller cracks leading to a weakening of the material and to final
fracture. According to ASTM D5379 both failure modes are stated as acceptable failure
modes. The analysis of shear testing data is prone to errors. Some specimens tend to fail
prematurely by longitudinal splitting at the notches prior to shear failure, making the
moment of final shear failure difficult to obtain [43]. Moreover, during the shear testing
process the loading type is changing from shear loading over mixed loading to tension
loading, which makes the distinguishing of the shear failure a complex process. Comparing
the DIC measurements of both materials it becomes apparent that the Zoltek fibre material
has a larger tow size of 50 K compared to the tow size of 12 K for the Toray T700S fibres.
The tow size indicates the number of filaments within one tow. The separation of tows
becomes visible by the generated horizontal strain lines.

4
4.1

Fatigue Testing
Experimental Set-up

Tension-tension fatigue experiments were conducted under a constant amplitude load
controlled method according to ASTM D3479/D3479M. The tests were conducted on the
servo-hydraulic fatigue testing rigs Schenck Hydropuls PSA100 and PSA40. The machines
are equipped with calibrated 100 kN and 40 kN load cells as well as hydraulic grips for the
100 kN machine and mechanical grips with bolt clamping for the 40 kN machine.
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Figure 26: Testing machines: PSA100 (left) and PSA40 (right)

As fatigue testing parameters, a sinusoidal waveform with a frequency of 5 Hz and a stress
ratio of 𝑅 = 0.1 was set. The stress level was applied as a percentage of the UTS obtained
in the static experiments. A test running for more than two million is defined as a run-out
and as the fatigue limit in this thesis project. Before the test the width and the thickness
was measured with a calliper at three locations in order to determine the average crosssectional area.
Motivating the choice of frequency, hysteric heating is a common challenge for fatigue
testing of composite materials. Even though, thermoset materials as epoxy and vinyl ester
are less exposed to hysteric heating than thermoplastics, the generated heat during fatigue
testing through energy release due to micro-cracks should not be neglected [37].
Consequently, the selection of the testing frequency is a trade-off between time effective
testing and the restriction of influencing the test results by hysteric heating. According to
ASTM D3479/D3479M the temperature rise should not be higher than 10 °C during a
running test [31]. Looking at related studies, the testing frequency was most often set
between 1 Hz and 10 Hz [37]. For the fatigue pre-studies the frequency was set to 5 Hz to
enable better reaction to running tests. For final material testing it is recommended to
increase the frequency to 10 Hz for time efficiency reasons under monitoring of the
temperature increase. The heat development in the interface between tab and specimen
was observed using the temperature scanner Flir i7.
The first fatigue tests showed significant testing issues. Hence, the aim of the pre-studies
with the Lab material is to find a suitable testing procedure. A main concern for fatigue
testing is the smooth introduction of the tensile loads from the tabs into the test specimen
[37]. This can be achieved by changing test variables as the tab material, the tab
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configuration, the clamping force and the choice of adhesives. Therefore, the following
studies have been conducted:

4.2



temperature analysis



clamping force study



tab configurations



adhesive study



specimen geometries



thickness study

Temperature Study

The aim of this study is to rule out a significant influence of the temperature increase both
in the specimen due to hysteric heating as well as in the interface between tab material and
specimen. Under cyclic loading composites are subjected to self-heating effects, through
viscous heating and energy release caused by micro-fractures [20]. Hysteric heating might
influence the composites’ properties, hence, a temperature increase of more than 10 °C is
to be prevented [31]. The temperature increase was monitored randomly with a basic
thermal camera. It was measured that the temperature rise for tests at 5 Hz was within the
10°C-limit stated in the standard. The maximum detectable temperature rise at a microcrack was from 24 °C up to 32 °C as seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Temperature rise due to micro crack

In Table 14, the temperature development in the tab area for different tab materials with
and without cooling are demonstrated. The reference temperature is room temperature
varying between 21 °C to 23°C.
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Table 14: Temperature study

GFRP tab
without ventilation

GFRP tab
with ventilation

Aluminium tab
with ventilation

up to 55°C

up to 44°C

stable at 23 °C to 27 °C

Studying the temperature increase in the interface between tab and specimen, the choice
of tab material indicated a remarkable difference in the results. The increased temperature
in the interface between the tab material and the specimen has an influence on the
mechanical properties of the adhesive. Since the testing is conducted at the limit of the
maximum shear strength of the glue the additional temperature increase reduces the
duration of the test significantly. Hence, it is recommended to use a cooling system, here
a fan, and to pay attention to the selection of the tab material. Due to the improved heat
transfer while using aluminium tabs away from the specimen through the tabs, the heat
peak localized at the end of the tabbed region can be decreased, making aluminium the
favoured tab material. However, it must be mentioned that the hydraulic oil is heating up
the grips and might lead to the opposite effect of transferring the heat towards the specimen
when using aluminium tabs without a cooling system.

Figure 28: Temperature rise in tab area (reproduced [20])

The experiments are in line with more comprehensive studies as conducted by Bailey et.
al. [20] which also shows a lower temperature rise in the clamping section for aluminium
compared to GFRP tabs as shown in Figure 28.
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4.3

Clamping Force Study

The 100 kN test machine was equipped with hydraulic grips providing a non-adjustable
clamping pressure. The first tests on this rig showed major damages in the tab area of the
specimens due to the high clamping force. Hereby, the carbon fibre material was squeezed
out on the sides of the specimen as shown in Figure 29 leading to a weakening of the
specimen material. Approximately 50 % of the tested specimens showed failures in that tab
area which can be associated with a too high clamping force of 100 kN at a hydraulic
pressure of 250 bar (see Figure 31). During the other 50 % of the tests the tab material fell
off due to the high shear stresses in the glue.

Figure 29: Failure mode
Pre-damaged specimen from clamping (left); Failure in the tab area (middle); Slipped tab failure (right)

This demonstrates the clamping force as a significant testing parameter. The aim is to
clamp the specimen in the range between the lower limit defined by occurring slippage and
the upper limit defined by a pre-damaging of the specimen due to too high clamping forces
as described above. The latter might lead to early failure of the specimen which does not
represent the real material properties.
Since an adjustable clamping could only be provided by installing a pressure reduction
valve for the hydraulic grips later during the project, the test rig and the test machine have
been changed for the upcoming tests to mechanical grips on the 40 kN testing machine.
Here, studies on different clamping forces have been conducted. In order to correlate the
applied torque 𝑀 on the mechanical grips and the hydraulic system pressure 𝑃 on the
hydraulic testing machine with a clamping force, the clamping force between the grips was
measured using the 160 kN load cell Lorenz K-180.
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Figure 30: 160 kN Load Cell Lorenz K-180 [45]

The load cell was positioned centrally between the upper and lower grips, one
measurement was taken for each torque and three measurements for each hydraulic
pressure.

Figure 31: Clamping Force vs. Hydraulic Pressure/Torque

Figure 31 shows the measurement points for both the upper and lower grip as well as an
average trendline. Due to the fluctuations in the hydraulic systems and the measurement
inaccuracy because of angled clamping surfaces this graph is meant to only give an idea
of the range of the clamping force.
Finally, the minimum required clamping force to prevent slippage and the maximum
clamping force to prevent a pre-damaged material was analysed for different tab materials
as listed in Table 15.
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Table 15: Clamping force study results

No tab

GFRP tab

Aluminium tab

min. required clamping force
to prevent slippage

> 55 kN

35 kN

20 kN

max. clamping force to prevent
pre-damaged material

< 30 kN

-

40 kN

Reviewing Table 15, the usage of tabs is inevitable to prevent the damaging pattern of the
clamps on the specimen. The figures for no tab show that for a rather low clamping force,
damaging clamping marks are already identifiable whereas for a high clamping force of
55 kN the specimen still slips. Moreover, the chosen aluminium material allows a lower
clamping before slippage than for GFRP tabs, making aluminium tabs the favoured choice
for this study. For most of the tests a clicking sound is noticeable when starting the test
indicating fibre breakage due to clamping damage or cracks in the adhesive layer.
In order to prevent slippage also at lower clamping forces for GFRP tabs, sand paper was
clamped between the specimen and the grips. During the first cycles of the test the sand
paper was dissolved so that no positive effect on the test procedure can be shown. A
potential improvement to prevent slippage, which is recommended to be studied in the
ongoing project, is a rough tab surface to increase the friction between the tabs and the
test rig.
Commonly, the specimen is clamped with a corresponding force right above the minimum
limit. However, it can be seen that an increased clamping force right below the upper limit,
significantly decreases the shear stress in the adhesive layer. Due to the testing at the
adhesive shear strength limit a higher clamping force led to longer test duration.
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4.4

Tab Configuration Study

Reviewing the above temperature and clamping force study, aluminium is the favoured
material for successful tension-tension fatigue tests. Despite all that, it however may not
be forgotten, that the tab configuration in combination with the tab material influences the
stress concentrations at the end of the tabs. Therefore the load transfer into the specimen
is affecting the failure of the test specimens. Figure 32 (reproduced data from Pagano et
al. [21]) shows highest stress concentrations at the end of the tabs for squared aluminium
tabs.

Figure 32: Stress concentrations for different materials and tapering (reproduced [21])

Furthermore, the tab length affects the magnitude of stress concentrations as presented
by De Baere et. al. [19]. Numerical simulations show further decreased stress
concentrations for a tab length longer than the gripping length [19].
However, the long tapered GFRP tabs recommended by numerical simulations are in
contrast to the experimental experience from this and similar studies. Studies have proved
that the bevelled area of the tab usually detaches from the specimen prior to its final failure
for the reason that the adhesive layer cannot stand the singularities due to high shear
loading [21]. Moreover, recent studies recommend to use end tabs completely clamped
inside the gripping area, especially if a poor bond is present [19]. When using aluminium
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tabs with the tab length exceeding the gripping length, the tab might also bend away from
the specimen introducing cracks into the adhesive layer as seen in Figure 33.

Figure 33: Bending of aluminium tab

In conclusion, experimentally there is no advantage of long tapered tabs since no success
is obtained in moving failure away from the grips [19].
The advantages in terms of reduced temperature increase and clamping force dominates
the disadvantage of increased stress concentrations for squared aluminium tabs. This
motivates the choice of short squared aluminium tabs.

4.5

Adhesive Study

Reviewing the failure of the specimens, a majority of tests indicate tab failure. The most
likely explanation is a too low lap shear strength of the adhesive. The high loading in fibre
direction leads to a high shear stress in the adhesive layer which is calculated as follows:
𝐿 =
Where 𝑃 is the applied load, 𝐴

(14)

=

is the surface area of the gluing area, 𝜎 is the applied

stress on the specimen, 𝑡 is the thickness of the specimen and 𝑙

is the clamped part of

the tab length [38]. Using exemplarily the 2.4 mm Lab material tested under 80 % of the
UTS and the given tab length of 45 mm in the mechanical grips leads to a shear stress in
the glue of approximately 37.9 MPa. However, for the Audi material the shear stress is
significantly reduced due to the lower UTS and the thinner material plate of only 2 mm,
showing the high influence of the material thickness on the shear stresses in the glue.
Table 16: Shear stress in adhesive layer

Shear stress at % of UTS

Audi
Lab 2.4 mm
(UTS=1295 MPa) (UTS=1776 MPa)

90

25.9 MPa

42.6 MPa

80

23.0 MPa

37.9 MPa
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The calculated shear stresses demonstrate the importance of using an adhesive with a
high lap shear strength. Moreover, the adhesive should be rather ductile to be suitable for
fatigue testing.
Four different adhesives with in Table 17 stated properties have been tested and compared
with regard to the number of cycles until failure:
Table 17: Adhesive properties

Araldite 420
A+B
[39]

Araldite 2015
[40]

3M DP420
[41]

Sika Fast 5215 NT
[42]

Viscosity

35 – 45 Pa∙s

thixotropic

20 – 50 Pa∙s

paste

LPS

> 30 MPa

> 15 MPa

> 30 MPa

10 MPa

Elongation at break

4.6 %

4.4 %

~ 10 % [46]

200 %

Table 17 shows that the Araldite 420 glue and the 3M DP420 glue have the highest and
similar lap shear strengths of above 30 MPa depending on the bonded materials. The shear
strength is however lower than the shear stress in the adhesive for the Lab material at high
load as shown in Table 16. That explains the present tab failure issues and the importance
of ruling out additional temperature and clamping force issues or issues like voids obtained
during the gluing process. It was shown that during the manufacturing process the glues
with higher viscosity enable a more controlled glue flow during clamping which might lead
to a better adhesion.

10000
1000

62 %
57 %

57 %
57 %

62 %

35 kN
48 kN

35 kN

10

35 kN
35 kN

100

35 kN

Number of cycles to failure (log)

100000

1
Araldite 420

Araldite 2015

Sika Fast 5215 NT

67 % of UTS

3M DP 420

Araldite 420

35 kN clamping force

Figure 34: Adhesive comparison

The result of the adhesive comparison is visualised in Figure 34 with regard to the
maximum number of cycles until failure. The test has been conducted in two series at
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different loads. All specimens have been clamped with the same clamping force of 35 kN,
solely, for the Sika Fast 5215 NT glue the clamping force has been increased once to study
the influence of the clamping force. That revealed a reduction of the shear stress in the
glue, but however not resulting in a relevant improvement.
It is obvious that the tabs bonded with 3M DP420 sustained the highest number of cycles
for the test comparison. Even though the two adhesives Araldite 420 and 3M DP420 have
similar lap shear strengths, the higher ductility of the 3M DP420 glue indicated by the higher
elongation at break makes it favourable for fatigue testing. The 3M DP420 glue is a
toughened epoxy glue meaning that the initiated cracks will be stopped by the toughened
elements in the glue which makes it more suitable for fatigue testing.

4.6

Specimen Geometry Study

Commonly composite specimens are of rectangular straight-sided shape. Reduced section
specimen shapes, which are often used for metal testing, might lead to premature failure
by splitting along the fibres because longitudinal fibres are cut [21,38]. However, studies
by De Beare et. al. [22] and Korkiakoski et. al. [23] have presented improved tensiontension fatigue testing results on advanced dog-boned specimens since the failure is forced
in the gauge length by a reduced cross-section and therefore reduced stress state.
Hence, a butterfly specimen from Korkiakoski et. al. [23] has been recreated with the
dimensions given in Figure 35 to reproduce the presented results.

Figure 35: Dimensions of butterfly specimen (reproduced [23])

The increased gluing area and therefore reduced shear stress in the glue implies a reduced
chance of tab failure and the large radius a reduced probability of premature failure along
the fibre direction.
Difficulties arose during the manufacturing process of the butterfly specimens with the
diamond bladed bandsaw since the curvature cannot be manufactured accurately enough
leading to asymmetries in the specimen. Moreover, the challenging grinding of the strongly
tapered tabs strengthens this assumption.
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During the test the tabs came loose after few cycles leading to early failure after 1300
cycles at 65 % of the UTS. Consequently, no improvement could be seen for this specimen
design and the unexpected early failure is traced back to the manufacturing process. An
improved automated cutting and gluing process might change the test results significantly.

4.7

Thickness Study

As demonstrated in section 4.5 the shear stress in the adhesive layer is changing
significantly with the material thickness. For the Lab material three different thicknesses
were tested resulting in differing failure modes and durations of the tests.
For the 2.4 mm Lab material no reasonable material data could be created since the
specimens primarily failed due to tab failure.
Table 18: Fatigue results 1 mm (left) and 2 mm (right)

Specimen

% of UTS

No. of cycles

Specimen

% of UTS

No. of cycles

01-Y-0-02

72 %

6641

02-Z-0-02

67 %

5801

01-Y-0-04

74 %

4821

02-Z-0-01

65 %

5286

01-Y-0-05

85 %

3621

02-Z-0-04

65 %

2511

01-Y-0-06

85 %

11281

02-Z-0-05

65 %

321

02-Z-0-06

51 %

439511

02-Z-0-03

50 %

187736

Although, the specimens of 1 mm and 2 mm thickness failed with mainly acceptable failure
modes they still fail surprisingly early. Moreover, the preliminary SN-curve shows major
deviations from the expected results.
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Figure 36: SN-curve for 1mm and 2mm Lab material

Hence, the for carbon fibre composites comparatively bad fatigue properties, eventually
traced back to the extensive stitching of the fibre material, might be the reason for early
failure. Korkiakoski et. al. for example have shown the influence of the stitching pattern on
a decreased fatigue life of the material [23].

4.8

Final Testing Results

Implementing the results of the fatigue studies, final testing has been conducted on the
Audi material. Here, straight aluminium tabs completely clamped inside the gripping area
are used and bonded to the specimen with 3M DP420 adhesive. The specimens are cut
into a straight-sided geometry. A fan is used for cooling and a clamping force of about
35 kN is applied. The tests has been conducted under load control at a load ratio of R = 0.1
at the corresponding maximum stresses of 67 %, 69 %, 71 %, 79 %, 82 % and 89 % of the
UTS. The failure specimen are shown in Figure 37 and the generate SN-curve is shown in
Figure 38.

Figure 37: Failed Audi specimen during final testing
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Figure 38: SN-curve Audi material

In order to draw accurate conclusions from the tests conducted, more repeats are required
for each load level since fatigue testing of composite materials is characterised by a wide
scatter of test results. However, the run-out test at two million cycles at 67 % of the UTS
and the failed specimen at 69 % of the UTS indicates a high probability that the fatigue limit
of this material will be in the range of 65 % to 70 % of the UTS.
This result is reasonable and consistent with other studies, mentioning for example the
comprehensive fatigue study by Kawai & Suda on unidirectional carbon fibre material [24],
indicating that the fatigue properties can be potentially found by the described test method.
However, the test results should be considered with caution due to the expected wide
scatter of results and the fact that the failure is still close to the end tabs enabling an
influence of the stress concentrations at the end of the tabs. The failure mode is a lateral
straight cut through the specimen as already determined during the static tension testing.
Figure 39 shows the load and displacement curve during the test for an example specimen.

Figure 39: Load and Displacement curves
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The minimum and maximum load is always acting on the same load level due to the load
controlled test set-up. Nevertheless, by the increased displacement it can be shown that
the lower piston of the test machine in continuously slightly moving downwards, explaining
some slippage of the specimen in the test rig. The difference in the displacement between
the upper and lower limit of the lower pistons movement however indicates a stiffness
degradation of the specimen material due to fatigue. This stiffness degradation is in future
recommended to be tracked by strain measurement since more accurate results can be
achieved.

4.9

Future Test Plan

After developing a successful method for tension-tension fatigue testing on unidirectional
carbon/epoxy material, a future test plan is developed. The realisation of this plan is not
scope of this thesis due to the time-consuming fatigue testing. Based on the testing results
of the project, the following test settings are recommended:


Frequency: 10 Hz under monitoring of the temperature rise



Waveform: Sine



Load ratio: 0.1 (tension-tension)



Amplitude: constant



Load levels: 90 %, 85 %, 80 %, 75 %, 70 %, 65 %



Repeats: at least three repeats for each load level

Moreover, the thesis so far, did not mention possible strain measurement methods for
fatigue testing. Comprehensive studies have been conducted on this field recommending
primarily DIC measurement and contact extensometer measurement. A comparison list
based on Brunbauer & Pinter [44] can be found in Appendix F: Comparison of strain
measurements techniques [44].
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5

Discussion and Potential Errors

Even though the final testing results of the Audi material are in a reasonable range and
correspond to the expected values from literature, the manufacturing process of the plates
and specimens, the testing procedure and the measuring is afflicted to several error
possibilities leading to measurement uncertainties.
Potential errors during manufacturing of plates and specimens:


Defects, voids and residual stresses in delivered and manufactured plates



Fibre misalignment in between the layers (especially relevant for 0°)



Voids in the adhesive layer



No full strength of glue reached during post-curing process



Pre-damage of specimen material during cutting



Inequality between specimens

Potential errors during testing:


Misalignment of specimens in the testing rig



Unrecognizable pre-damage of material due to clamping



Unstable machine movements leading to no pure tension-tension loading



Heating influence due to hysteric heating of the composite material and heating of
the grips in the test rig



Influence from ventilation



No climate-controlled room resulting in different humidity and temperature values
for different tests



Measurement errors for specimen geometry



Calibration and setting errors in testing rig

Potential errors during measurements:


Slippage of extensometers



Influence of damaged specimen surface for DIC measurements



Measuring errors in postprocessing of DIC data
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6
6.1

Conclusions
Summary of Research Results

The aim of the thesis is to develop a systematic approach on how to conduct tensiontension fatigue testing on unidirectional carbon composite materials. Several preliminary
tests have been conducted to find the tensile and shear properties of relevant material
systems. Reviewing, the static test results show different material behaviour in the Audi
and Lab material even though the Lab material was meant to replace the Audi material for
pre-studies from the beginning. Generally, the Lab material seems to contain higher strain
fibres and a weaker fibre-matrix interface leading to different failure behaviour of both
materials. Moreover, the stitching is significantly different for both materials, which is highly
probable to also affect the fatigue properties. The fibre volume fraction was determined by
a burn-out test indicating similar values of 45 % to 50 % for all material systems.
In order to solve the fatigue testing issues, the combination of straight aluminium tabs that
are clamped completely inside the grips and glued to the specimen with 3M DP420 glue
give promising results. A ventilation system is recommended during the test run. The
testing at the limit of the shear strength of the adhesive illustrates the importance of
reducing temperature increase in the tab-specimen interface by aluminium tabs and an
additionally implemented cooling system. If tests are run at the limit of the shear strength it
is recommended to increase the clamping force right below the threshold of introducing
damage.
Returning to the determined material properties, the fatigue failure modes and fatigue life
diagrams are differing between the Audi and the Lab material showing a higher fatigue
strength of the Audi material. The Lab material has been primarily used for the fatigue
studies so that no final testing has been conducted in order to find the fatigue limit. The
fatigue limit of the Audi material, which is defined to be reached at two million cycles for
this project is at about 65 % to 70 % of the UTS.

6.2

Evaluation of Methods

The project was realised in a systematic way, trying to rule out different negatively affecting
testing parameters step by step. However, the long list of potential errors indicates the
uncertainty of the test results, especially due to the fact that the majority of the errors is not
quantifiable. Moreover, the testing has only been conducted on the testing rigs available at
the lightweight structures laboratory at KTH, meaning that the methods are tailored for
testing in the mentioned facility. Nevertheless, it is expected that the developed method is
highly generic and can therefore be also used in other facilities. Due to time consuming
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specimen manufacturing, long test runs and the high scatter of fatigue testing data, a higher
number of repeats, as they were not possible to be run within the limited time frame of this
thesis, might have helped for drawing conclusions and might have resulted in a higher
confidence of the thesis results.
Despite the criticism on the method, the described approach gives an introduction and
guideline to the still sparsely researched fatigue testing of composite materials and offers
potential for improvement throughout further projects in this field.

6.3

Proposal for Future Work

The conducted literature review showed a wide span of different analysable testing
parameters which are summarised in Appendix A: Test variable matrix. Within the time
frame of a master thesis project, it is not possible to conduct extensive testing on several
of the mentioned testing variables due to the time-consuming fatigue testing. Since the
main goal of this project is the development of a method to conduct fatigue testing for
unidirectional composite materials, the intended material characterisation of the Audi
material is not completed and offers several proposals for future work.


Continuation of tension-tension fatigue testing with the procedure suggested in this
thesis by following the recommended test plan



Generation of SN-curves for 0°, 45° and 90° fibre direction



Testing additional variables as listed in Appendix A: Test variable matrix, e.g. to find
out the environmental influence of snow, acids etc. or the compressioncompression behaviour of the material



Simulation of the fatigue behaviour of the material in Digimat or an equivalent
software based on the gained material properties of this thesis in order to develop
material models



Comparison of the simulation results with the physical testing results and other
simulation models and programs



Demonstration of the concept in form of the design of a sample truck component
which might include a proposal for a redesign to adapt to continuous FRP and the
fatigue life assessment using the evaluated simulation methods and software
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